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Introduction

Ancient prophets tried to predict the future with geomancy, a
method of divination by drawing dots at random on paper.
Energy forecasts, notoriously inaccurate, have been likened
to this approach. For all their flaws, however, studies of

energy futures continue to command attention. They help define the
"state of the world" by exploring where current trends will lead.
They influence visions of the energy future, affect research and de-
velopment expenditures, inhibit or encourage investment in energy
supply systems, and thus become battlegrounds for the future itself.

The trends that energy forecasters now draw on paper can affect the
entire planet, from Latin American debt to global climate. The higher
the predicted demand for energy, the higher the cost of building
systems to meet it. The greater the predicted demand for coal, the
greater the urgency of averting forest destruction by acid rain and
climatic change from carbon dioxide buildup.2 The wider the error in
projected demand, the greater the waste of scarce resources and the
worse the failure to provide for other human needs.

The energy events of the seventies caused great upheavals in world
energy marketsin effect, a conservation revolution. Like the Green
Revolution in agriculture, conservation allowed a brief respite from
shortages. It has produced an oil glut, price declines, and time to
adjust. But the world of the mid-eighties has relaxed, as it did after
the Green Revolution, failing perhaps to make permanent the gains
won. A sanguine outlook pervades the energy community as fore-
casters again draw curves of energy growth bending toward the tops
of their graphs. Some suggest a tripling of demand by 2025.3 If these
visions become reality, the world will pay an enormous economic and
environmental price.

I thank Marion Guyer, who provided assistance with the research, and Susan Norris,
who provided assistance with the preparation of this paper. I also thank Debbie
Bleviss, Clark Bullard, Jae L imonds, Howard Geller, Holly Gwin, and Marc Ross for
reviewing earlier drafts of the manuscript.



6
Supplying new sources of energy takes many years. For this reason, it
is crucial that demand scenanos be done, and done well. If more
demand materializes than was foreseen, prices will go up and human
needs will not be met as well as they could have been. High energy
demand scenarios that ignore the potential of conservation, on the
other hand, could ultimately cost more than $1 trillion per year in
unnecessary energy use. The fiasco in the Northwest United States
in the Washington Public Power Supply System exemplifies this
danger: more than $5 billion was wasted on unneeded nuclear power
plants. Worse, the scenarios could become a self-fulfilling prophecy
in which energy consumption has to be promoted to pay for the
systems built. The importance of the "consensus" forecasts, then, is
that they may come true if leaders around the globe do not implement
tough new energy conservation policies.

Affording the Future

Not since the early seventies have analysts so complacently projected
a high energy demand future. Alan Manne of Stanford University
attributes this, especially the similarity of most official energy de-
mand projections, to "the herd instinct that operates within the
community of energy analysts." Nevertheless, a survey of forecasters
shows a consensus that worldwide commercial energy demand will
increase from about 300 exajoules (EJ) in 1983 to 485 EJ by the year
2000.4 (Commercial energy excludes firewood P".1 dung, which total
approximately 50 exajoules. An exajoille is the equivalent of 163 mil-
lion barrels of oil, or .95 quadrillion BTU.) The physical magnitude of
this scenario numbs the mind. If it comes to pass, the oil output of
two new Saudi Arabias will be needed. In addition, the coal produc-
tion of the world will almost double, and three times as many rivers
must be impounded behind hydroelectric dams. Widely cited projec-
tions conclude that by the year 2025 the world will need four- and -a-
half times the hydro power and three-and-a-half times the coal used
today, along with a total of 365 large nuclear power plants. They
typically forecast a 125 percent increase in energy demand over the
next 40 years. 5
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"Energy waste could ultimately cost
$1 trillion per year."

Among the consequences of using so much energy would be greater
risk of acid rain, carbon dioxide-induced climate change, species ex-
tinction, nuclear weapons proliferation, water degradation, human
dislocation, and capital shortages and debtconnections discussed al
length in Worldwatch Institute's State of the World 1985. The con-
sensus forecasts would, within the next century, double the atmos-
pheric concentration of carbon dioxide (compared to pre-industrial
levels) and cause an atmospheric temperature increase large enough
to flood coastal cities and shift rain patterns all over the globe. And
the radical development of hydroelectric power would seriously af-
fect freshwater environments: Fish and mollusk species would be
eradicated, fertile bottomlands destroyed, forests inundated, and
water supplies warmed, depleted of oxygen, and loaded with silt.'

The economic prospect of a high energy demand future is similarily
unappealing. Much Third World debt has been incurred to finance
energy imports. Foreign payments for oil consume the largest share
of total export earnings for many countries, including half those of
Japan and Brazil. (See Table 1.) Expensive hydroelectric and nuclear
energy systems have added to this reservoir of debt. Moreover, meet-
ing world energy demand is expected to consume over 7 percent of all
fixed capital investment for the rest of this decade.?

This picture of the future is as alterable as it is unattractive. Energy
demand projections are a function of modelers' expectations about
prices, environmental regulations, and the ability of the world to
respond to energy conservation's potential. They represent these
analysts' conceptions of how the world works, not necessarily of how
it could work. All serious projections are made with models that
expose the assumptions that determine their results. One role of
models, in fact, is to make transparent the energy supply, demand,
and policy consequences that nations face.

Including the conservation potential that has been widely demon-
strated in microeconomic and engineering analyses greatly affects
energy demand projections. But most models of worldwide energy
demand are, by necessity, macroeconomic. That is, they concentrate



8 Table 1: Energy Consumption in Selected Countries, 1982

Country Population

Commercial
Energy

Consumption'

Per Capita
Energy

Consumption

Energy
Imports As

Share ofExporb2

(millions) (exajoules)3 (gigajoules)3 (percent)
Argentina 28.4 1.7 61 11
Brazil 126.8 4.0 32 52Canada 24.6 9.7 .395 11China 1,008.2 17.9 17 n.a.
East Germany 16.7 3.8 231 n.a.

France 54.4 8.5 156 33India 717.0 4.9 7 81
Italy 56.3 6.2 110 41japan
Mexico

118.4
73.1

15.8
4.2

134
58

48
76

Poland 36.2 5.0 138 20Soviet Union 270.0 55.0 204 -77
United Kingdom 55.8 7.7 152 14
United States 231.5 75.1 324 36West Germany 61.6 11.5 187 23

Total 2,880.0 232.0 80

World Total 4,585.0 300.0 65

'Commercial energy consumption figures are Worldwatch estimates from 1981 data,
assuming little change. 2A ne ative figure indicates the percent of exports earned from
energy sales. 3Giga- and exa oules equal a billion and a billion billion joules, respec-
tively. The units are .95 mill on and .95 quadrillion (quad) BTU, respectively.

Source: World Bank, World Development Report 1984 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1984).
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on broad trends in population, economic output, energy prices, and
the interrelationships among these factors. but detailed-studies show
that the world has barely cut into the conservation potential. Indus-
try, transportation, and housing remain inefficient. Conservation
possibilities are so great that economic growth could resume without
large increases in total energy use, as Worldwatch Institute projec-
tions show. Simply by slowly adopting existing measures, the world
could cut the projected energy demand growth rate almost in half
from 2 to 1.2 percent per year.

The global conservation potential can be illustrated in energy por-
traits of a small number of nations. Some 15 countries, containing
about 65 percent of the world's population, are responsible for about
80 percent of all commercial energy use. (See Table 1.) Among these
are developing countries such as China, and Indianations
that have a legitimate claim to greater total energy use. Industrial
countries, on the other hand, can substantially raise industrial out-
put, passenger and freight transportation, and household services
without greatly increasing energy demand. A single decision in either
the United Statesto raise automobile fuel economy to 40 miles per
gallonor the Soviet Union--to produce steel as efficiently as Japan
doeswould save as much energy as Brazil now consumes. Just
using the most efficient lights in the United Stases would save a third
of U.S. coal-fired electric energy.' Effecting such savings will require
great political skill. But conservation's benefitssavings in capital,
foreign exchange, environment, and healthwill put nations that
realize its potential at an advantage. Conversely, the pressures of
shortages of capital, foreign exchange, and environmental amenities
are likely to force people everywhere to conserve energy.

Continuing Industrial Efficiency Gains

Industrial processes consume more of the world's commercial energy
than either transportation or housing. Only in Western Europe does
the category of residential and commercial buildings sometimes edge
out industry as the most energy-intensive sector. In some countries,

11
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10
particularly the centrally planned economies of the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, the share allocated to industry approaches two thirdsof all energy consumed.' Production of basic materials--especially
iron and steel, aluminum, paper, chemicals, and concreteco. isumesthe most. Eighty percent of U.S. industrial energy, for example, isused in the manufacture of these goods. In contrast, agriculture,
which is included under the industrial heading, accounts for only 6percent of sectoral demand.'°

Industry has provided the largest efficiency gains of any energy-using
sector since World War IL A combination of technological improve-
ments, shifts from less-efficient coal to natural as and oil, and
greater production of less energy-intensive industrial products pro-
vided industrial countries with an estimated annual rate of efficiency
improvements of over 1 percent even as energy prices declined. This
rate tripled in western nations after the energy crisis of 1979. Despitethe gains, however, an enormous potential for cutting energy costs
remains in existing plants, and builders of new production facilities
can choose equipment and processes that are considerably more ef-
ficient than those already in use.

Japan provides a model of industrial energy efficiency, having made
major gains since the early seventies. The energy intensities of chemi-
cal and steel production have dropped by 38 and 16 percent, respec-tively, since 1973, and energy use per unit of output has fallen in
every major industry since 1975. The Japanese spent between $25
million and $125 million per year throughout the seventies on energy
efficiency in steel production alone. These investments typically paid
for themselves in just two years.11

The French industrial sector also ranks among the most energy-efficient, and, like Japan's, made large improvements after 1973. En-
ergy intensity in textiles, building materials, rubber and plastics, and
mechanical construction fell by more than 30 percent, an annual rate
of improvement of more than 3.5 percent. Energy efficiency in paperand steel production increased at more than 2.5 percent per year overthe same period.2

12
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"Steel manufacturing uses
6 percent of world energy."

In the United States, total industrial energy use fell by 6 percent
between 1972 and 1981 while paper, aluminum, steel, and cement
production increased by 12.8 percent. Thus, the energy intensity of
the production of these basic materials fell by 17 percent. As else-
where, the largest stimulus was higher energy prices, and the major
steps taken to cut energy use were "housekeeping" in nature, that is,
operational changes usually not requiring substantial capital invest-
ments. Other nations that have cut industrial energy intensity include
Italy, where energy use in the manufacturing sector declined by 37
percent per unit of output between 1973 and 1981 (5.8 percent per
year). West Germany has cut industrial energy intensity at a rate of
2.9 percent per year since 1950, thus making gains even while energy
prices declined. 13 During this time, U.S. industry also made gains
despite declining energy pnces, though they were smaller than after
the energy price increases of the seventies.

The iron and steel industry exemplifies the global progress made and
the potential remaining. Steel-making is both an energy-intensive
and a massive enterprise, with annual- production totaling about 700
million metric tons. The process consumes 15 percent of all energy
used in Japan and the Soviet Union, and over 9 percent of all energy
used in Brazil. Altogether, steel manufacturing absorbs about 6 per-
cent of world commercial energy use."

Eighty-four percent of the world's steel is made in 15 countries, with
nearly two thirds manufactured in China, Japan, the Soviet Union,
the Unit..?d States, and West Germany. The least efficient major
manufacturers are China and the Soviet Union, with China, in fact,
using over twice as much energy per ton of steel produced as the
most efficient large producers. (See Table 2.)

Italy and Spain rank highest in energy efficiency in steel manu-
facturing because they are major recyclers. They produce steel using
the electric arc, or ' recycling," furnace, which uses virtually 100
percent scrap. Recycling enables producers to save up to two thirds of
the energy used to produce steel from ore. these two nations partly
owe their high rate of recycling, however, to steel-scrap imports from

3
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Table 2: Energy Use in Steel Manufacturing in Major Producing

Countries, Ranked by Efficiency, 1980
Energy Used

Country' Production2 Per Toni
(Anion metric tons) (gigajoules)4

Italy 25 17.6
3pain 12 18.4
Japan 107 18.8
West Germany 43 21.7
Belgium 13 221

Poland 18 23.0
United Kingdom 17 23.4
Brazil 14 23.9
United States 115 23.9
France 23 23.9

Czechoslovakia 15 24.7
Soviet Union 150 31.0
Australia 8 36.1
China 35 38.1
India 10 41.0

Total/World Average 700 26.0

Best Technology
Virgin Ore 18 8
Recycled Scrap 10.0

'These 15 countries account for 84 percent of world steel production. 2Steel production
figures represent averages for years 1978 through 1981. 3Energy totals are for crude
steel production, including ironmaking. 'A gigajoule equals one billion joules, or .95
million BTU.

Sources: Andrea N. Ketoff, "Italian EndUse Energy Structure," and Hugh Saddler,
"Energy Demand and Supply in Australia, presented at Global Workshop in
EndUse Energy Strategies; other countries from U.N. Economic Commission
for Europe and World Bank.
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the United States, West Germany, and elsewhere. The world steel
recycling rate, despite an abundance of scrap and the advantages of
its use, averages only 25 percent, a rate that could be doubled or
perhaps triple c1.15

Steel-making can be made more energy-efficient both by improving
existing facilities and by switching to more efficient furnaces. An
assessment of investments available to the J.S.! steel industry sug-
gests the lucrative potential of conservation the world over. Up-
grading conventional furnaces yields high average rates of return: 25
percent per year for continuous casting, 31 percent for waste-heat
recovery, and 43 percent for more efficient electric motors. Switching
to the electric arc furnace can yield a 57 percent rate of return. In one
study of U.S. industry, Marc Ross of the University of Michigan
estimated that investments such as these could cut the energy re-
quired per ton of st, ii by a third by the year 2000.16

The Soviets recycle little steel and rely heavily on the inefficient open
hearth furnace. This technology was used to make some 87 percent of
U.S. steel as recently as 1960. Having been replaced by the basic
oxygen and the electric arc furnaces, it now is used for only about 8
percent of output. Although it has also almost disappeared from
Western Europe, the open hearth furnace accounts for 55-60 percent
of production in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, where the
electric arc furnace provides less than 13 percent of the steel."

China and India also still rely heavily on the open hearth furnace and
take little advantage of heat recovery opportunities. Developing
countries overall could save at least 10 percent of the energy they use
in existing steel facilities by spending only $2-4 billion in conservation
retrofits, according to a World Bank study. This investment would
pay for itself in energy savings in just one year. 18

Though installing new steel-making plants provides an opportunity
for improving efficiency, it is an uncertain one. The rate of improve-
ment will depend on the rate of demand for steela factor difficult to
predict not only because of the uncertainty in the global economy but

15
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because the industrial market economies presently have about 50
percent excess capacity. Much of the growth in demand, however, is
expected in developing countries, an it would be surprising if theydid not WM their own production facilities. Such plants would pro-vide steel made with cheaper labs., more efficient capital, and lower
energy costs, freeing them from foreign-exchange burdens.

Some analysts have displayed pessimism about achieving the great
potential for conservation in the steel industry, however. The United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe recently forecast that the
world's largest steel-maker, the Soviet Union, would fail to reduce
the energy intensity of its production below 26 gigajoules per ton
before the end of the century. This would only match the current
world average and would still be 44 percent higher than Japan's rate
today.

Energy conservation in the steel industry clearly depends on energy
price. To the extent that market pricing of energy has conveyed the
message that energy is precious and expensive, .narket-oriented
countries have conserved. Theoretically, centrally controlled coun-
tries could at a stroke mandate the improvement of energy efficiency
to any desired level. Studies of these economies, however, show that
economic systems never operate so simply, and that complex quota
and allocation systems often defeat the best of intentions.' In other
countries where energy price signals have been stronger, state-
owned corporations have usually performed better, as exemplified by
Nippon Steel Corporation and Siderbras of Brazil. Greater com-
petition has also created pressure to save not only energy but labor
and materials as well. Privately owned "minimills' using the electric
arc furnace constitute a dynamic new force for conservation. Major
changes like these are difficult factors to anticipate and thus include
in models of future production.21

The macroeconomic models in vogue today implicitly assume that
conservation will not work well. Most assume that the United States,
for example, will not reach the current Japanese level of efficiency in
steel for 35 years. They assume that the Soviet Union, China, and

16



"Conservation investments
can save capital."

India will not match today's performance by the Japanese until after
the year 2050. Yet the modelers also assume that half the world's
economic output in the year 2000 will be generated by new facilities.
Soviet steel-making capacity, for example, is projected to double.
And current plans in Brazil call for 50 percent more steel-maldr g
capacity by the year 1990.22 Since growth implies new industrial
equipment, there is no good reason why the facilities cannot be at
least as efficient as the Japanese steel industry is today. If the growth
fails to materialize, which, in the case of steel, is likely, then energy
demand still will not grow so much.

Indeed, even the Japanese steel industry could economically be 2'J
percent more efficient. Only a quarter of its steel is formed in elechic
arc furnaces. Most industry experts expect the minimill to capture a
much larger share of the world steel market. Furthermore, if tvo
major constraints on the minimill --the lack of cost-effective tech-
nology for rolling thin metal sheets and the need to remove im-
purities from scrapare overcome by new technology, minimills may
soon produce any type of steel desired. If this happens, a real revolu-
tion may take place in steel production.2-'

The prospect for energy efficiency in steel-making, according to some
observers, is dimmed by the current economic climate. Staggering
from a recession and bad management, the industry cannot afford to
invest in conservation, its managers claim, much less in new capacity.
This perspective overlooks several basic facts, however. First, when
new capacity is needed, conservation investments save capital. Steel
mills built around the electric arc furnace, for example, cost only
$350-550 per annual ton of steel capacity, compared with $1,500-1,700
for conventional mills using basic oxygen furnaces. Even if the mini-
mill plant cannot obtain scrap (or does not want to depend on im-
ported scrap) and requires a special iron ore reduction facility, the
capital cost per annual ton of production totals only $500-900. Adding
labor and energy savings to these capital cost reductions gives an
overall cost advantage of the minimill in excess of $100 per ton of steel
produced."

17
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To assume the world steel industry will forgo the energy-saving
minimill in new steel production is to assume that its captainsare less
than skillful. In countries as technically sophisticated as Brazil, the
expertise and technology for achieving the highest levels of efficiency
in steel-making exist locally, as they do for other energy-consuming
industries.25 Furthermore, new capacity can outperform the old and
capture its markets. This mechanism is already at work, as evidenced
by the success of the minimill. To counter this competition, even the
major U.S. steel-makers are investing in energy- and cost-saving
measures. The retrofits they are making--in continuous casting and
heat recoveryoffer the steel industry worldwide at least 30 percent
energy savings.

Aluminum production is another energy-intensive process, requiring
1 percent of the world's commercial energy. The main energy re-
quirement is for electricity to smelt aluminum from alumina. The
efficiency of this technique varies widely around the world. Energy-
poor countries such as France are the most efficient, while those with
cheap electricity, especially hydroelectric power, use up to half again
as much per unit. (See Table 3.) The world average is in the range of
16,500 kilowatt-hours per metric ton. Many producing nations could
profitably apply retrofits to reduce the rate to 13,000 kilowatt-hours
per ton, but these investments have been slowed because industrial
managers assign low priority to conservation. Recycling, moreover,
can cut energy requirements by 90 percent. The world aluminum
recycling rate is only 28 percent and could be doubled or tripled, but
usually requires higher electric energy costs or mandatory recycling
laws to come about.26 Doubling the rate could save almost 1 exajoule
per year.

An entirely new, non-electric process of producing aluminumby
coking bauxite in a blast furnacehas been developed by the Mitsui
Alumina Corporation of Japan. Announced in 1981, the process has
been patented in Japan, where a commercial-scale plant is under
construction now, and patents are pending in nine other industrial
countries,27 This technology could not only cut energy costs, it could

18



Table 3: Electric Energy Use in Aluminum Smelting in Major
Producing Countries, Ranked by Efficiency, 1981

Country Production
Electric

Energy Intensity
(thousand tons)' (kilowatt-hours

per metric ton)

Italy 300 13,300

Netherlands 300 13,300

France 450 13,500

Brazil 300 14,000
West Germany 800 14,500

Japan
United States

700
4,300

14,900
15,400

Australia 400 16,000
Norway 700 18,000
Soviet Union 2,000 18,000
Canada 1,200 20,000

Total/World Average 15,900 16,500

Best Technology
Virgin Ore
Recycled Scrap

13,000
1,6002

'Average primary production for years 1980-82. 2Electric energy-equivalent.

Sources: Worldwatch Institute, derived from Aluminum Statistical Review for 1983
(Washington, D.C.: The Aluminum Association, 1984); David Wilson, The
Demand for Energy in the Soviet Union; S. Y. Shen, Energy and Materials Flows in
the Production ofPrimary Aluminum; U.N. Economic Commission for Europe;
Jose Goldemberg et al., "Brazil: End-Use Strategy," and Rolf Bauerschmidt,
"End-Use Energy Strategy for Federal Republic of Germany," presented at
Global Workshop on End-Use Energy Strategies. World average from U.N.
Environment Programme, "Energy and Resource Conservation in the Alu-
minum Industry, Industry and Environment, August/September 1983.

19
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completely change the current trend toward moving aluminum pro-duction to hydroelectric-rich countries in the developing world.

The world now produces about 16 million tons of aluminum, annu-ally requiring the equivalent of 14 percent of world base-load hydro-
electric generating capacity. If demand for aluminum doubles by the
year 2080, as analysts from the World Bank and the Orgaaisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) project, electrical
demand for production would increase 50 percent, even if energy
intensity is reduced to today's most efficient level of smelting. A rateof improvement of 1.6 percent per year in aluminum production
energy efficiency is needed to attain this best-technology level by theend of the century. The OECD and World Bank analysts, however,
assume only one third this rate of improvement, which is what the
world has averaged since 1955. The change realized will depend
strongly on electric energy prices and demand for aluminum. Asdemand increases, more efficiency improvements will be made. Onthe other hand, electric energy subsidies will reduce conservation.28

Assessing efficiencies in the pulp and paper, chemicals, and cement
industries is more complex because they encompass greater diversity
in product and process. Many energy-saving opportunities are com-
mon among them, however. Two techniques typify large, across-the-
board savings opportunities: upgrading electric motors and improv-
ing heat re covery, including insulation and steam generation using
waste heat.29

Electric industrial motors consume over 80 percent of all electric en-
ergy used in U.S. industry, and a remarkable 40 percent of all electric-ity used in Brazil. Howard Geller of the American Council for an
Energy Efficient Economy has demonstrated the value of improving
the ubiquitous motor. His analysis suggests that investing in more
efficient motors and motor speed controls in Brazil could save 10,000megawatts by the year 2000, or

"over 17 percent of projected newdemand for generating capacity.

20



"More efficient industrial
motors in Brazil could save

10,000 megawatts by the year 2000."

Motors can be made more efficient in two ways. First, using higher
quality steel along with better 'design reduces energy losses due to
heating and magnetization of the core. More efficient motors cost
only 25 percent more than the average new motor, an investment that
in new applications yields a "profit" of 40-200 percent per year,
depending on usage rates and electric costs. Most motors are rebuilt
rather than replaced, however, because new, highly efficient motors
cost four times more than remanufactured units. Despite this dif-
ferential, in Brazil the energy savings obtainable by replacing motors
in need of rebuilding with new ones would provide a rate of return on
the extra investment of 10-50 percent per year. Motors can also be
improved by adding variable frequency drives to match the speed of
heavy industrial motors with the desired power output. Research
sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute estimates that the
use of these devices in the United States could save over 7 percent of
all electricity used.'
Papermaking involves considerable pumping of liquids, for which
electric motors are largely used. In the United States, replacing elec-
tric motors with more efficient ones would typically provide a 47
percent return on investment. Changing to new pulping and lime
regeneration equipment would provide 20-40 percent returns.' Some
of the equipment used in.papermaking in the United States is 50 years
old, but remains in service because of rapidly growing demand for
paper. This situation is the opposite of that in which the steel indus-
try finds itself, where new capacity cannot be justified due to inad-
equate demand. If demand growth for paper slows, this inefficient
equipment could be retired because the old equipment will be more
expensive to operate than the new.

The products of the paper industry are becoming "so commonplace
abundant, and cheap that they are almost invisible to consumers. "
The industry, however, is far from "invisible" in energy use. In the
United States, where one third of the world's paper is made, the
industry requires about 10 percent of all industrial energy and ranks
just behind chemicals, steel, and oil refining in energy use. About
half this energy comes from wood waste generated in the production
of wood products.

21
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Paper recycling, fortuna' Ay, saves aS0ut one third of the energy used
to make paper from virgin fibers, counting the wood waste used in
American paper mills. The United States, however, recycles only 25
percent of all paper consumed, compared with 50 percent in japan
and the Netherlands. Wood-waste energy requirements for U.S.
paper production could be cut by at least 15percent by recycling as
extensively as do the Japanese and Dutch. Since the United States
uses over half a percent of the world's commercial and non-
commercial energy making pulp and paper, the absolute savings
would be substantial.'

Chemical processing is the world's fastest-growing industry and it
already is the largest industrial energy user in the United States. U.S.
chemical output grew 50 percent between 1972 and 1981, but at the
same time energy efficiency increased 24 percent. Chemical produc-
tion in West Germany grew 840 percent between World War 11 and
1982, while energy use by this sector grew only 300 percent. Energy
intensity, moreover, has declined rapidly since 1979. Just as in the
paper industry, pumping of liquids and heating with steam are re-
quired. Aecoraing to the U.S. Congress Office of Technology As-
sessment, typical investments by the chemicals industry in electric
pumps, heat recovery devices, and cogeneration offer rates of return
of 43, 15, and 18 percent per year, respectively.'

The production of plastics and synthetic materials dominates the
chemical industry in terms of energy use. Significantly, oil is the raw
material for these products. U.S. production of olefins for plastics and
synthetic materials requires 3.5 percent of all oil used in tho country.
Only small amounts of plastic are recycled, although this process
recovers virtually all the energy embodied in them. Burning waste
plastic, the most common method of energy recovery, returns only
half the energy used in its manufacture and creates serious pollution
problems. Recycling is unfortunately impeded by the fact that post-
consumer plastic scrap is difficult to sort and recover. Some chemical
products are more easily recyclable. Antifreeze, a major synthetic
product, could be recovered and purified. Tires also can be rather
easily recovered, and making them with reclaim-rubber uses only
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"The energy efficiency of
the Soviet steel industry may not reach

the current world average before
the end of the century."

about 10 percent as much energy as manufacturing them from virgin
synthetic fibers.36 A major policy measure that all countries could
implement is to ensure the recyclability of materials. This might in-
clude the banning of certain plastic packaging.

Cement, an intermediate product in the manufacture of coacrete, is
the world's most widely used construction material. Its production
requires much heating and grinding, but large energy savings can be
obtained by grinding and mixing the silicates, calcium, and alumi-
.nates in a new dry process rather than in a slurry. The old wet process
requires more than 7.6 gigajoules per ton, and switching to the dry
process saves nearly a quarter of that. The United States now pro-
duces h its cement with this more efficient process, and as a result
aver? energy consumption per ton is down to 6.5 gigajoules. Al-
tho. .gii new cement-making capacity throughout much of the world
uses the dry technique, the Soviet Union continues to rely primarily
on the inefficient wet process; institutional resistance is apparently
delaying the adoption of the dry process. Australia has not changed
either and as a result averages 7.2 gigajoules per ton of cement pro-
duced. The energy requirements of both wet and dry processes can
be improved by preheating the kilns with recovered waste heat. West
European nations combine the dry process with heat recove5y and as
a result use 25 percent less energy than the United States.?

The importance of a comparatively small number of conservation
initiatives in industry is underscored by a simple comparison. The
Soviet Union, according to the United Nations Economic Commission
for Europe, is expected by the year 2000 to increase coal use for
steel-making by more energy than Brazil uses today for everything.
Simply making the Soviet iron and steel industry as efficient by the
year 2000 as the Japanese are now would reduce this increase by four
fifths.38 Most macroeconomic scenarios implicitly assume the Soviets
will do no better in this area than the current world average by the
end of the century. But because they also assume that the Soviets will
double steel production capacity by then, implicit in their forecasts is
the installation of technology 20 percent less efficient than the Japa-
nese now use and 40 percent less efficient than available technology
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that is economical at current world energy prices. Perhaps because
the Soviets enjoy energy abundance and do not use market pricing
for energy they have little incentive to conserve. But failing to do so
will cost Soviet society dearly in lost opportunities to sell oil and earn
foreign exchange. They also supply most of the fuel for their East
European allies, and any inefficiency in the Soviet Union drives up
the cost of supplying these countries.

Worldwide, improvements may slacken, but probably not as much as
assumed by most macroeconomic modelers. They project that indus-
trial efficiency in the Eastern Bloc and developing countries will im-
prove far slower than in the OECD, and that the OECD will improve
at only about 0.8 percent per year. To reach economical levels of
efficiency by the year 2000, a rate of improvement in industry every-
where of more than 2.3 percent per year is needed: this is the rate
required to implement the conservation improvements described
above. The modelers, then, may be encouraging the world to invest
far more in energy supply than is warranted.

Saving Oil in Transportation

Although the transportation sector uses less energy than industry, it
almost exclusively. Thus automobile fuel economy, mass

..4KISIE, and efficient freight hauling offer the largest oil savings. Pri-
vate cars consume about 7 percent of the world's commercial energy,
or 17 percent of the oil used each year. The United States, in fact, uses
10 percent of the world's oil output as gasoline for motor cars and
light trucks.39

The transportation sector uses 20-25 percent of energy delivered to
consumers throughout Western Europe, North America (including
Mexico), and Brazil. In Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, how-
ever, the figure is only 7-13 percent, chiefly because fewer people
own cars. Automobile ownership and use is strongly related to in-
come everywhere, even in countries as different as Australia and
Japan. Japanese use of energy for transportation is similar to most
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"The U.S. automobile fleet
is the world's least efficient."

other OECD countries, despite the fact that it is small, densely popu-
lated, and ideal for mass transportation.'

Affluence, automobile ownership, and fuel efficiency are important
issues in both rich and poor countries, even where renewable energy
resources are abundant. This fact is evident in Brazil, a country so
dramatically divided by income levels that it has been described as "a
Belgium inside an India." Car ownership has increased substantially
in the last two decades, growing at 7 percent annually even during
the last five years, despite the deep recession and high energy costs.
Still, the number of cars per person remains only 15 percent as high as
in the United States, leaving considerable room for expansion, and
ownership among the relatively rich can be expected to continue
growing. Even a moderate increase over the rest of the century would
double auto fuel demand by the year 2000, given the current levels of
fuel efficiency.'"

The fundamental importance of auto fuel economy can be seen by
contrasting current efficiency levels with the technical and economic
potential. Fuel economy around the world averages about 21 miles
per gallon (8.8 kilometers per liter), though It varies widely. (See
Table 4.) The U.S. automobile fleet, not surprisingly, is the world's
least efficient, and the newest American models rate only slightly
better than the world average for existing cars.

A simple calculation illustrates the profound importance of raising
these ratings. If by the year 2000 American cars were as efficient as
Japanese cars (assuming saturation in car ownership). world oil use
would be 5 percent less than today. Doubling auto fuel efficiency
worldwide would permit twice as many can; without increasing en-
ergy consumption, or it would allow savings of abo.it 8 percent of
world oil output. Achieving this should cost less than $20 per barrel
saved; the alternative, producing gasoline or alcohog fuel, will cost
$40-60 per barrel.'

Automobile fuel economy can be improved far beyond current Japa-
nese levels. Indeed, several major manufacturers has re produced pro-
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Table 4: Automobile Fuel Economy, Selected Countries, 1982

Country Autos
Fleet

Average
New
Cars

(millions) (miles per gallon')
Australia 6.3 19 24
Brazil 9.7 20 24
Canada 10.6 18 27
East Germany 2.4 27 32

France 17.8 27 32
Italy 17.7 24 31
Japan 39.0 31 30
Soviet Union 8.0 26 29

United Kingdom 15.6 22 28
United States 125.4 16 22
West Germany 23.2 22 28
Other 77.0 n.a. n.a.

Total 353.0 212 253

'Actual mileage on the road. Data may not be strictly comparable due to differing
national testing procedures. 2Based on 80 percent of the cars in the world. 3 Based on 70
percent of the new cars in the world.

Sources: International Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook (Paris: OECD, 1982);
international Road-Federation, World Road-Statistics 1978-82 (Washington,
D.C.: 1983); United Nations Economic Commission for Europe, An Energy
Efficient Future: Prospects for Europe and North America (London: Butterworths,
1983); Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association, World Motor Vehicle Data
Book, 1983 (Detroit, Mich.: 1983). Automobile Club &hallo, World Cars, 1984
(Pelham, New York.. Herald Books, 1984).

totype cars that obtain up to 93 miles per gallon. Models that get 78
miles to the gallon have been built by General Motors (a two-
passenger car) and Volkswagen (a four- to five-passenger model),
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The economics and acceptability to consumers of these cars is not yet
clear, however. Indeed, General Motors and Ford have sought
exemption from the minimal U.S. standards for 1985, though
Chrysler opposes any changes in the law.'

Improving automobile fuel economy both would extend oil supplies
long enough to develop renewable energy sources safelj- and would
make the use of renewable energy feasible. Brazil, for example,
chooses to concentrate on alcohol fuels, and if its cars are no more
efficient by the year 2000 than they are today, over twice as much fuel
will be needed. Supplying this requirement with alcohol would re-
quire 16-20 percent of the total land area committed to crop produc-
tion in 1980. Brazilian physicist Jose Goldemberg and his colleagues
conclude "these are formidable requirements which are probably
impossible to achieve in reality."" Even today's alcohol fuel output,
which meets about 3 percent of Brazilian total energy needs, appar-
ently has caused some social and environmental stresses.° If within
the next five years, however, Brazil required all new cars to get 31
miles per gallon, projec'ed consumption would grow "only" 43 per-
cent. This level of fuel economy in new cars could reportedly be
achieved in short order without major capital investments in Brazil's
auto industry, the seventh largest in the world. If Brazil mandated a
new-car fuel- economy of 47 miles to the gallo fuel demand would
by the year 2000 be slightly lower than today.

Many options ( n be incorporated to achieve these high fuel economy
levels. Reducing, auto weight can save 25 percent of the energy used
in the typical ,:ar. Engineering more efficient engines can yield an-
other 20 percent improvement, as can the installation of efficient
continuously variable transmissions (011). General Motors and Fiat
both will soon begin production of the CVT in France, though they
have experienced difficulty with the manufacturing process. Simply
installing the most efficient tire available on the market today would
improve the fuel economy of most cars by 1-3 miles per gallon.'

Rolf Bauerschmidt of the University of Essen has shown how West
Gelman fuel consumption could be cut by a fifth by the year 2000
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while the auto fleet grows by 12 percent. He assumes that new carswill mainly be diesel-fueled vehicles getting 36 miles per gallon.Gasoline-powered cars would not grow m number but would becomemore efficient, achieving 29 miles to the gallon. These goals are easilywithin the realm of technical feasibility, though reaching them mayrequire government intervention. He also assumes that travel by trainwill double, a more uncertain prospect. Rail passenger-travel remainsat about the same level as just after World War II, and the service,though excellent and improving, is heavily subsidized."

Where transportation systems are inadequate or nonexistent, thereare even greater opportunities to use mass transit to cut or avoidgrowth in energy use. Traveling by train is inherently more efficientthan using a pnvate car. In West Germany, for example, railroads useonly one fourth as much energy as cars to move people an equaldistance." The autobus is comparable in efficiency. No mode of pas-senger transportation, however, is both more flexible and more ef-ficient than the van pool. (See Table 5.)

Technical improvements are also possible in mass transit systems.East European trains, for example, perform more efficiently thanWest European ones. If Soviet railways achieved a similar technicallevel of efficiency, savings of 50 percent could be made.5°

Developing countries face a particularly difficult tas if, widingtransportation services. Strapped with debt and under E. sure fromthe International Monetary Fund to cut domestic expenditures,budgets for providing additional bus services havebeen reduced, andrail services are frequently out of the question because of their highinitial capital cost. But failing to provide mass transportation costsdearly if the lack of service is made up privately with motor cars.

Nigeria illustrates this dilemma. The lack of transport services isevidenced by the use of only a half barrel of oil equivalent per capitain transportation in 1980, less than a sixth the level in West Germany.One Nigerian analyst projects this will rise to 3.2 barrels of oil equiv-alent per capita by 2010. Wide use of mass transit would greatly
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Table 5: Fuel Efficiency By Passenger Transportation Mode,
Western Europe

(kilojoules per passenger kilometer)

Van Pool 400
Rail 400
Bus 450

Car Pool 650

Automobile 1,800
Airline 3,800

Sources: Worldwatch institute estimates and United Nations Economic Corwaission
for Europe.

reduce this projection, but the current service is so poor that it
strongly encourages the purchase of automobiles. Potential passen-
gers are deterred by buses filled to crushing levels. Many already
commute four hours per day on mass transit and, despite crowded
roads, find private transport more convenient when they can afford
it. Most cars carry only two passengers, though average capacity is
five. Yet roads are so crowded in Lagos that in 1978 legislation was
enacted that permitted vehicle use only on alternate days. Pre-
dictably, the law wa:, circumvented by those who could afford second
cars.51

An alternative that reduces congestion, saves energy, and cuts gov-
ernment transportation costs is the jitney. Jitneys are comparatively
small vehicles that offer shared rides along major routes. Small fleets
of these taxicabs, vans, or trucks are usually operated by private
owners. Though problems sometimes arise in regularity of service
and in neglect of less profitable routes, these are generally out-
weighed by large increases in low-cost transportation service. Profit-
making private jitneys often operate at full seating capacity, usually
during rush periods. Although they have the potential for lowering
the efficiency of public transport by skimming the most profitable
routes, they can also reduce governments' need to buy large vehicles
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to meet rush-hour demand. These large vehicles would be used eitherat less than full loador not at allduring, most of the day. Thusjitneys can save commuters the energy and capital costs inherent inprivate cars and can save governments some of the high capital andoperating costs of mass-transit vehicles. Studies report the successfuloperation of jitney services in a dozen cities around the world, from
Hong Kong to Buenos Aires.52

Most countries face trade-offs in the movement of freight, whichoften burns up more energy than passenger transport. The SovietUnion, in fact, uses 75 percent of all transport fuel moving freight.Freight transport can be reduced by both shifts from truck to rail aswell as increased efficiency of transport trucks, which carry half ormore of the freight in the United States, Europe, and Brazil." Sovietfreight is mostly carried by rail, which is why the country has thehighest freight transport efficiency, though the use of coal in loco-
motives instead of diesel fuel makes them less efficient than would
otherwise be expected. Replacing Soviet gasoline-powered trucks
with diesel units would also bring improvement.

Freight transport over the road is expected to prow in most majorcountries, so the importance of increased efficiency of transporttrucks is central. U.S. truck transport is inefficient due to poor aero-dynamics and poor load factors, which have historically been due to abad regulatory policy that required many truck operators to return
empty to their destinations. Technical improvements such as airfoils,
however, can improve efficiency by 6 percent, with turbocharging
adding 12 percent and radial tires 10 percent. In Brazil, a doubling ofefficiency of trucks is considered feasible. This would permit at leasttwice as much road freight transport without any increase in fuel
consumption.54

A basic problem in both the United States and Brazil is the decline ofrailroads. In Brazil they are poorly managed and inefficient, while
using the U.S. rail system is slower than sending freight by highway,
due to poorly maintained rail beds and poor freight transfer systemsat switchyards. A major shift back to rail would be costly and is
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"Auto fuel economy levels of
50 miles per gallon are attainable."

unlikely without the impetus of much higher fuel costs or govern-
ment intervention. Developing countries, however, will probably
want to give priority to rail transport over highway construction.
Water transport is far more efficient than either rail or truck, if water-
ways already exist. The construction of waterways to compete with
rail has not always been an effective use of capital, but in Brazil, water
transportation along the Amazon and the coast to the industrialized
south probably presents a better alternative than construction of
either rail or highways."

Worldwide, the future of oil use depends most on the future of
transportation, especially the automobile. Because saving oil can help
secure the future of the automobile as well as relieve economic and
environmental nressure, it is only prudent to seek the highest eco-
nomically achie able rates of fuel efficiency. Governments will play a
major role in the future of transportation because generally they alone
possess the resources to provide alternative transportation and they
can regulate fuel economy. They will also greatly affect freight trans-
portation energy use, albeit less directly. Fuel economy levels of 30
miles per gallon are achievable everywhere by the end of the century;
levels of 50 miles per gallon are attainable shortly thereafter. But the
world will not realize this important potential if governments adopt a
hands-off attitude.

Although market signals for energy prices are vital to increased fuel
economy, the market alone will not bring about economically feasible
levelsfor two main reasons. The first is that consumers do not
consider fuel economy as a top priority when buying cars unless fuel
prices are increasing rapidly. Second, when an oil emergency does
occur, automakers cannot quickly supply efficient cars. Typically, five
years are required to re-tool to make new cars more efficient.

Thus, the market alone cannot guarantee future energy efficiency or
even promote completely rational economic behavior in the short
term. it falls to governments to ensure that auto fuel efficiency, the
single most important oil conservation measure in the world, is
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achieved. To effect this, a combination of market pricing, fuel taxes,
30 and efficiency regulations will be required.

Improving Buildings and Appliances

Energy use in buildings around the world ranges between extremes.In most industrial countries, oil, gas, and electricity warm or cool air,heat water, provide light, refrigerate food, and run appliances such asranges, washing machines, and televisions. In developing countries,wood or dung is the principal fuel, used mainly for cooling. Moreefficient stoves would both reduce wood waste and improve thequality of life in these areas, but their use is somewhat problematic.Measures for halving energy use in industrial nations include improv-ing and replacing appliances, especially furnaces and air condition-ers, and reducing heat loss from poorly insulated buildings.

The opportunities for conservation are greatest in North America andWestern Europe, where rates of energy use in the buildings sector
reflect both the climate and high income levels. These countries havea long way to go before completely adjusting to the energy priceincreases of the seventies. Nonetheless, improvements since 1973 inthe OECD countries in this region have been impressive. (See Figure1.) Denmark, the most improved of these nations, has reduced en-ergy use in buildings by 32 percent, an impressive record consideringthat the area of buildings heated increased by 23 percent during theperiod. Canada and the United States also achieved majorreductions-19 and 16 percent, respectively. France, Sweden, andWest Germany registered smaller percentage reductions, but theystarted from a more efficient base.'

The Swedes realized most of their savings by investing in weather-ization, while 75 percent of the improvements in the other countriesresulted from no-cost or low-cost changes such as turning downthermostats. Lee Schipper of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory re-ports that technical efficiency of Swedish houses far exceeds that ofthe United States, even after adjustment for climate. Swedish homes,
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Figure 1: Efficiency Improvements in
Residential Space Heating, 1970-82

on average, have twice the insulation values of homes in the northern
state of Minnesota.57

The potential for improving the heat-saving capability of homes even
in cold climates can be readily illustrated. CA. Ficner of the Canadian
Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources has compared costs in
Canada of energy options in new homes of conventional design,
energy-saving design, active solar heating, and passive solar heating.
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A typical new house in Canada costs $80,000 to build and $800 per
year to heat. By spending an additional $3,000 to build a thermally
tighter structure, the cost of energy could be cut to $100 per year. The
additional construction cost would add $450 per year in interest and
principal to typical mortgage payments, giving an overall cost of $550.
Thus net annual savings would total $250. In contrast, passive- and
active-solar homes cost $92,000 and $100,000 to build. Their "heat-
ing" costs would total $2,200 and $3,300 per year."

Conservation is the clear winner. Its importance is clear also: Almost
40 percent of all Canadian end-use energy goes into buildings and
half of this could be saved. The benefits of energy conservation go far
beyond the annual dollar savings to the houseowner, however. Re-
duced energy demand means reduced energy facility construction
costs. The energy-efficient home would save society $7,000 in capital
costs compared with a conventional house, even allowing for the
additional cost to the homeowner."

Similar benefits abound in the home appliance market. Eneigy cost
increases for homeowners, coupled with some government policy
measures, have increased efficiency since 1972 in the United States.
Appliances for space heating, water heating, air conditioning, and
refrigeration require three fourths of the energy used in U.S.-build-
ings, with 42 percent going for space heat alone. Typical new gas
furnaces now are about 70 percent efficient, having improved slightly
over the last decade. New gas-fired systems, however, are up to 94
percent efficient. These employ heat exchangers that remove heat
from flue gases by condensing them. Unfortunately, consumers
usually choose the less efficient units.' (See Table 6.)

The seasonal efficiency of central air conditioners has improved by
over 25 percent in the United States since 1972. Room air conditioners
have also improved, by about 17 percent. The improvements oc-
curred most dramatically between 1981 and 1982.61

Water heaters use 14 percent of the energy consumed in the U.S.
buildings sector. But the efficiency of electric water heaters, which
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Table 6: Efficiency of Typical U.S. Household Appliances Versus
Best 1983/84 Models

(percent)

Electric Heat Pump 53
Gas Furnace 50

Gas Water Heater 73
Electric Water Heater 35

Central Air Conditioner 84
Room Air Conditioner 64

Refrigerator 55
Freezer 73

Source: Howard S. Geller, "Efficient Residential Appliances and Space Conditioning
Equipment: Current Savings Potential, Cost Effectiveness, and Research
Needs," American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy, Washington,
D.C., July 1984.

represent a third of the market, declined between 1972 and 1980by
about 2 percent. (No data have been collected since that time, un-
fortunately, as a result of Reagan administration policy.) Typical
natural gas-fired water heaters are only 48 percent efficient at point of
use, compared with 80 percent for new pulse-combustion models. A
new pulse-unit water heater would save over $115 per year in fuel in
the average U.S. home.62

Refrigerators in Japan, even adjusted for smaller size, are twice as
efficient as U.S. refrigerators. The Japanese refrigerators do not sac-
rifice frost-free features or other conveniences to attain efficiency.
Rather, they have more efficient compressors, better design, and
better insulation. The apparently higher efficiency of the Japanese
refrigerator suggests that Japanese appliance makers could capture a
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sizable share of the U.S. market, just as the Japanese automakersdid.'

More efficient appliances cost more to purchase, but theyquickly payfor themselves. A highly efficient furnace may cost an additional$1,000, but it can yield an annual return on investment of 15 percentover an average model due to an efficiency improvement of 50 per-cent or more. A gas-fired water heater with an improvement of 33percent over the av -trage model in the United States costs up to $110more, but it yields a rate of return of 35 percent per year. Arefrigerator/freezer now on the market with an improvement of 20percent yields an annual return of 52 percent. It costs only $60 morethan models with average efficiencies.64

An Oak Ridge National Laboratory study in the southern UnitedStates showed that, even if an existing central air conditioning unit isnot worn-out, replacing it can pay for the extra cost in only five years.Significantly, it was shown that many air conditioning units are over-sized, which leads to much energy waste from cycling losses. Over-
sized units cost more to buy as well as to operate. Replacing theaverage worn-out unit with a properly sized efficient one pays foritself in 6-12 months in the southern United S ates and in 18-36months in the mid-Atlantic states.'

Lighting in the United States costs about $30 billion in electricity eachyear, and consumes 25 percent of all electric power output. New
ballasts to stabilize the current in the circuits of fluorescent lights canreduce energy costs by 20-25 percent, and replacing incandescent
bulbs with small fluorescents can cut consumption by an estimated 75
percent. A recent article in the Electric Power Research Institute's
EPRI Journal suggests that half the electricity used for lighting couldbe saved in the United States-420 billion kilowatt-hours per year. Ifaccomplished, the savings would represent 0.5 percent of all world
commercial energy, and 35 percent more electricity than the entireannual hydroelectric or nuclear power output of the United States. Asthe EPRI Journal put it, "(This energy] could be saved through energy-efficient strategies, all without imposing any hardships on produc-
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"Half the electricity used
for lighting could be saved."

tivity, safety, or esthetics."' For households, efficient new bulbs are
available at a cost several times higher than incandescents, but they
pay for themselves with energy savings and longer life. In many
cases, new fluore :cent fixtures must also be installed and these add a
substantial cost. The life-cycle costs, however, remain favorable.

Commercial buildings use about one eighth of the energy consumed
In the United States. Because lighting represents 40 percent of the
peak electrical requirements for these buildings, peak loads on util-
ities could be cut sharply with lighting energy conservation. Lights
also contribute much of the heat that must be removed by air condi-
tioning. In fact, air conditioning is often required in these buildings in
cold weather to remove the heat generated by excessive lighting.
Audits and small investments in improvements in commercial build-
ings could yield electricity savings of 30 percent in lighting, 25 in
space heat, 20 in air conditioning, and 15 percent for water heating.'

Swedish houses use 30-50 percent less heat than American homes.
The Swedes enacted performance standards for residences in the
mid-seventies and have offered incentives for conservation invest-
ments. Efficiency levels often exceed the requirements, though the
standards may have increased awareness and accelerated the overall
improvement. Analysts attribute the improvement to loans totaling
more than $850 million made available for efficiency investments; to
cooperation between homeowners, builders, and the government; to
a national commitment to quality housing; to price increases; and to
the new standards. They also noted that improvements were greater
in homes built by ,lioF0 who inhabited them, as opposed to those
who built homes to sell.'

The scope for saving energy in this sector is broad even where energy
use in buildings is comparatively low, as is the case in the Soviet
Union. The low usage it !le in part to smaller living spaces, but also
to the efficiency that is afforded by central heating systems. Many
people live in cities in multifamily dwellings, permitting very efficient
district heating. It also makes cogeneration possible, and the Soviets
take good advantage of this opportunity. The United Nations has
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estimated, however, that an additional 20 percent savings could be
attained in Soviet buildings by the year 2000. The study underscores
the importance of conservation by notin& that an increase of about 42
percent in total energy use by this sector is likely even if these savings
are achieved, based on an assumption of rising living standards.

The U.N. study also concluded that conservation could hold build-ings sector energy demand in Western Europe to a rise of only 5
percent. Other research suggests a reduction in absolute energy use isposgible. A Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory study estimates that with
no change in energy prices, demand for energy per household in
North America and Western Europe should remain constant. That is,increased demand for services as incomes grow would be offset by
efficiency improvements. The author points out, too, that demand formost major energy services, or appliances, in these areas is saturated,
and that the faster incomes grow, the sooner people can and will
replace existing models with energy-efficient ones." With rising
prices and rising incomes, efficiency would improve faster.

In relative terms, Denmark, France, and West Germany have beenmost successful in improving efficiency in buildings, apparently be-cause of a concerted and balanced commitment at the highest
national levels to bring about energy savings. In the absence of bal-
ance, subsidies for conservation in the buildings sector in the form of
direct grants have not been good policy. Billions of dollars worth of
grants in Canada and the United Kingdom, for example, were not
supplemented with information programs and were thus less effec-
tive than they might have been.' More fundamentally, a policy that
assures rational energy pricing, backed with efficiency regulations in
cases of classic market failure, offers the best hope of energy con-servation in buildings.

Improving energy efficiency in residences in developing countries
presents a very different sort of problem. The potential for con-servation, however, is no less important. Fuelwood anu charcoal
provide two thirds of all energy used in Africa and a third of that used
in Asia. Wood, in fact, supplies the equivalent of 15 million barrels of
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"New stoves can cut wood
consumption by one fourth to one half."

oil per day, 80 percent of which is used for cooking. Indeed, one of
the worst problems facing the developing world is the shrinking

ailability of fuel for cooking. As fuelwood becomes less available,
the burden of collecting and transporting it, which usually falls on
women and children, greatly adds to an already heavy work load.
The economic burden is high where firewood is purchased rather
than gathered. Firewood prices have risen over the last decade in
India more than 2.5 percent per year above inflation. The widening
circle of firewood collection, moreover, adds to the deforestation and
soil erosion caused principally by lumbering, agriculture, and
drought.72

The challenge is to improve the efficiency of cookstoves without
adding to the work load, straining limited household budgets, di-
minishing sociocultural values, or reducing the utility of the cooking
fire." The fire is often simply an arrangement of three stones that
support a cooking pot. Long, uncut branches or dung cakes are fed in
from the unsheltered sides. The fire often serves as the center of
family activity, though it rarely is needed for heat. Frequently, how-
ever, it is the only source of light.

Because the first step to more efficient wood use is to shelter the fire
from the wind, the social and lighting functions of the fire can be
compromised. Moreover, if the fire is enclosed in a stove, extra work
is required to cut the wood to fit. The attraction of energy con-
servation, then, is partly offset by the loss of some amenities and the
need for more work. But if a new stove cuts fuel consumption by one
fourth to one half, as some suggest, then the time and effort of
collecting fuel is greatly reduced. If the stove has a chimney, more-
over, cooks are exposed to far less smoke and living spaces are made
more comfortable.

One serious problem with stoves is that locally made versions often
deteriorate to the point where they no longer save fuel. This is com-
mon where clay is used for construction. Reinforcing the clay or using
scrap metal or ceramics to build the stove can improve performance.
Another serious problem is that poor design leads to a mismatch
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between pots and the cooking holes into which they fit. Related
difficulties are the failure to include enough cooking holes or the
uneven distribution of heat among them, so that the cook is forced to
spend more time preparing meals. Better design can solve these
problems. Projects in El Salvador, Kenya, Nepal, and elsewhere have
provided experience that will permit better design and production.

key to saving firewood and dung is low-cost, prefabricated stoves
that are both durable and simple to use and service. The solution of
technical problems alone, unfortunately, will not be sufficient, for the
women who would most benefit from improved stoves usually can-
not buy them. Until women share more control of family purse
strings, this problem is not likely to disappear.

The use and conservation of kerosene and firewood in the home
complicates energy policy in other sectors of developing country
economies. Kerosene is often needed to supply light when stoves are
substituted for open fires. Professor A. Reddy of the Indian Institute
of Science points out that kerosene prices are regulated at low levels
in India in order to provide lighting for many poor families. But
kerosene is very similar to diesel fuel and will substitute for it in
trucks. The price of diesel fuel, for this reason, must be set close to the
price of kerosene, Thus, because fuel is cheap, more use is made of
tricks for hauling freight than would be the case if diesel fuel were
priced at market levels. Railroads could haul as much as 75 percent of
Indian truck freight more efficiently. Reddy argues that the solution
to this problem is rural household electrification to provide a sub-
stitute for kerosene for lighting, a change which would also be desir-
able because kerosene lighting is very inefficient. This approach was
in fact undertaken successfully in South Korea. Though expensive
and slow, this strategy may be necessary in man/ countries as a
parallel effort to disseminate efficient wood stoves.

The potential for improving the efficiency of the energy now con-
sumed, largely in the form of non-commercial wood, dung, or crop
wastes, is large and will offset some of the increase in the use of
commercial fuels. Growth in commercial energy use in the homes of
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"Without efficiency improvements,
global energy demand

will double by the year 2025."

the poor should not greatly affect the global energy budget simply
because that use of energy is still so low. This is fortunate because
energy's importance to development is clear. As Indian energy ana-
lyst, D.R. Dense, has written, "For what is removal of poverty or
improvement in living standards all about, if even after thirty years of
planning, it does not mean even a lighted home, a smoke-free
kitchen, and water at the tap for the majority of people?"76

Counting Conservation's Potential

Two sharply contrasting visions of the world energy future have
come into focus. On one hand, energy demand models based on past
trends indicate that global demand will mote than double by the year
2025. On the other, analyses based on an understanding of energy
conservation show how demand could be held to a much smaller
increase, stretching nonre.aewable energy supplies and facilitating
the use of renewable resources. Both visions have claim to validity,
and the one that comes to pass will depend on conscious policy
choices.

David Rose of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology analyzed
these alternatives by applying the widely respected energy demand
model created by Jae Edmonds and John Reilly of the Institute for
Energy Analysis. Rose obtained energy demand results that differed
by 100 percent depending on the amount of conservation assumed.
But his study did not report the crucial impact that conservation had
on energy pricesor the crucial effect that prices had on demand.
Worldwatch Institute therefotc aFked Edmonds and Reilly to run
their model using conservation improvements consistent with the
potential demonstrated in this paper.77

Two scenarios were created for Worldwatch and contrasted with a
third done previously for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). (See
Table 7.) Most of the basic assumptions for economic growth, con-
sumer price response and some 30-odd other factors were the same in
all three: The world's economy and population were assumed to
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Table 7: World Energy Consumption, and Carbon Dioxide and
4Q Sulfur Emissions, with Alternative Projections for 2000 and 2025

Scenario

Assumed
Annual
Energy

Efficiency
Improvement

Annual
Energy

Use

Annual
Carbon
Dioxide

Emissions'

Annual
Sulfur

Emissions
(percent) (exajoules) (billion)

tons)
(million)

tons)

1984 (actual) 2.3 300 5.0 100

YEAR 2000

U.S. DOE Medium 0.8 460 7.2 170
Woridwatch

Available Technology 1.8 360 5.8 120
Worldwatch

New Technology 1.8 360 5.8 120

YEAR 2025

U.S. DOE Medium 0.8 675 10.3 265
Worldwatch

Available Technology 1.2 500 7.9 170
Worldwatch

New Technology 1.8 450 7.0 135

'Measured in terms of carbon.

Sources: Woridwatch Institute. Assumptions are described in Notes 78 and 79, and j.
Edmonds et al, An Analysis of Possible Future Retention of Fossil Fuel CO2
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Energy, September 1984).
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grow until the year 2000 at annual rates of 3.2 and 1.2 percent,
respectively. The only significant difference among the scenarios was
the amount of energy conservation realized."

The Worldwatch "available technology" scenario incorporated ef-
ficiency improvements rapid enough to make all countries by the end
of the century as efficient as the most efficient countries today. It also
assumed that the world economy would by the year 2025 be using the
most efficient and economical energy-using devices currently avail-
able. No allowance was made for breakthroughs in energy efficiency.
The annual improvement rates required to achieve these goals are 2
percent in industry and transportation and 1.5 percent for buildings
until the year 2000, and then 1.2 percent for all sectors thereafter. In
the Worldwatch "new technology" scenario, the higher rates of im-
provement are assumed to continue through new developments until
the year 2025. The reference case, from the Department of Energy,
assumes that efficiency will improve at only a 0.8 percent rate."

The conservation contribution in the two models prepared for
Worldwatch was impressive: the available technology scenario re-
duces energy growth by 175 exajoules annually in the year 2025, an
amount equal to 60 percent of current world commercial energy use.
The environmental importance of such an improvement can be seen
in the quantity of sulfur produced under the different assumptions.

Acid-rain-forming sulfur emissions would, without controls, increase
by 165 percent under the high energy scenario. Conservation could
hold these releases to a 35 percent increase. Emissions control tech-
nologies still would be required, but their cost would be drastically
reduced. It is likely that sulfur emissions are not the sole culprit in
acid rain, but the link is strong enough to raise serious concern about
rising, emissions. Acid rain now threatens forests, aquatic life, and
building materials throughout eastern North America and Europe.
Without conservation and sulfur emissions controls, this threat could
double.

The conservation scenarios would also reduce carbon dioxide emis-
sions. Scientists agree that global climate changes will occur if atmos-
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pheric concentrations reach 600 parts per million (ppm). The pre-
industrial level was only 280 ppm and the current level is 340 ppm.
The U.S. DOE scenario would increase the concentration to 440 p pm
and Worldwatch conservation scenarios would hold it to 410-420.
Even decreasing the present level of carbon emissions significantly by
using biomass energy on a massive scale would hold the carbon
dioxide concentration only to 400 parts per million. The conservation
scenarios would, however, reduce the buildup sufficiently to provide
time to find a way to significantly cut back fossil fuel use.

The difference between the high and the low energy futures would
have important economic and environmental consequences. Oil pro-
duction equal to the current output of Saudi Arabia and Venezuela
would be saved. Coal amounting to 40 percent more than the entire
world uses today would be saved. Altogether, $2 trillion worth of
energy would be saved in the year 2025, almost $300 per person. The
cost of the conservation measures throughout the period would total
only half the alternative of creating new supplies.

To achieve these savings, the world average energy efficiency in
steel-making, for example, will by the year 2000 have to be equal to
that of the Japanese today, and equal to the best currently available
technology by the year 2025. Similar targets must be met for alu-
minum, paper, cement, and chemicals manufacture. Automobiles
would have to average 31 miles per gallon by the end of the century
and 45 mpg by 2025. -Efficiency gains would permit the same amount
of energy to provide twice as much space heat, hot water, air condi-
tioning and refrigeration worldwide by the year 2025.

Yet this level of energy consumption would permit developing coun-
tries to share the amenities of energy use. Under these assumptions,
incomes could grow to over $1,200 per capita in China and Africa and
over $3,800 in Latin America. The cost of energy as a percent of
incomes would change only slightly compared to today, partly be-
cause these nations can build efficiency into their economies as they
develop.
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"Conservation measures will cost
only half the alternative

of creating new supplies."

Major policy initiatives by all governments will be required to achieve
the described conservation potential. The crucial policies to be im-
plemented include market pricing of energy, elimination of subsidies
for energy use, implementation of regulations to overcome market
failures, provision of consumer information, research and develop-
ment, and visible encouragement of conservation by leaders at all
levels.

Preparing For An Energy Efficient Future

The pressures encouraging energy conservation are changing rapidly
and are forcing a reconsideration of conservation policy. Oil prices
have softened and incentives for conservation are expiring in many
countries. The political will to impose and enforce efficiency regula-
tions has diminished. The fiscal deficits of many governments mean
that direct financial incentives are less affordable and that new con-
servation policy initiatives will have to be fashioned from tools that at
least do not cost treasuries much money. Fortunately, the policies
that have produced the largest efficiency improvementsenergy
pricing, taxation, and regulationare compatible with these circum-
stances.

Energy price increases have stimulated more conservation than any
other factorwitness the doubling of efficiency improvement rates
following the two price hikes of the seventies. A detailed analysis of
why energy use changed in the United States after 1973 reinforces
this conclusion. Eric Hirst led a study at Oak Ridge National Labora-
tory that estimated the country now uses almost 20 percent less
energy than it would have if policies had not changed. Energy price
increases caused two thirds of the conservation response in the
United States. Hirst and his co-authors suggest that the remaining
third may be due to a variety of sovernment measures such as auto-
mobile fuel economy standards.' The overall conservation response
could have been greater but the United States was slow to decontrol
oil prices, still controls the price of half of all natural gas used, and
prices electric power at average costs, typically well below the cost of
new power.
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A similar analysis of the Canadian response to the energy crisis of the
seventies produced similar results. Energy demand in Canada in 1982
was a third lower than would have been expected based on trends in
effect in 1974. Of this reduction, a third was due to slower than
expected economic growth, but two thirds has been attributed to
responses to higher energy prices. The response could have been
even greater, but Canada has adjusted prices slowly, and as recently
as November 1984 held oil prices about 10 percent below the world
level!"

The most energy efficient countries do not regulate energy prices.
West Germany and Sweden price energy at the marginal, or replace-
ment, cost, including natural gas and electricity. France, Italy, and
Japan also have strong energy pricing policies. Major energy con-
suming nations that have weak energy pricing policies, policies that
subsidize consumption far more than the United States or Canada,
include the Soviet Union, China, and India. A third of the developing
countries in a recent World Bank survey based energy prices on
replacement costs, a third have mixed policies in which gasoline, for
example, might be so priced but not electricity, and a third subsidize
most forms of energy consumption. The result can be significant as
suggested by the fact that Brazil and Mexico have virtually identical
income levels but the latter, which subsidizes energy use heavily,
uses twice as much energy per person as the former-.'

Most oil importing developing countries pass on oil price increases
directly and quickly. In the electricity sector, however, only 7 of 33
countries in the Third World surveyed recently by the World Bank
applied marginal cost pricing to electricity. Price increases hit the rich,
not the poor, because it is the former in developing countries that use
most commercial energy.83

Some countries have recently reduced energy subsidies. The United
States has eliminated the most important consumer subsidy, oil price
controls, but continues to control the price of large quantities of
natural gas. The World Bank has used its leverage to encourage the
elimination of price subsidies wherever it could (particularly those for
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"The most efficient countries
do not regulate energy prices."

gasoline), even denying loans in some instances to Egypt, Mexico,
and Venezuela, partially because these countries subsidized energy
prices. Recently, Brazil, Indonesia, the Ivory Coast, South Korea, and
Turkey have moved to eliminate or trim measures that encourage
energy waste, partly in response to pressure from the International
Monetary Fund." Some countries still apply failed energy policies,
however, particularly in an effort to attract new industries. Australia,
for example, recently agreed to supply hydroelectric power to the
Aluminum Company of America at a rate that varies with the price of
aluminum, an obvious subsidy of energy consumption. One result of
this policy will be reduced pressure on aluminum consumers, most
prominently the United States, to recycle aluminum in order to cut
the energy costs of production.°

The most efficient nations are those that not only have accepted the
reality of market prices but also bill energy consumers for the external
costs of energy. These governments impose taxes to charge energy
users for the burden to society their consumption represents, includ-
ing the burden of environmental damage and of using foreign ex-
change to import oil. The tax on gasoline exceeds the price, for exam-
ple, in Argentina, Belgium, Colombia, Netherlands, South Korea,
and the United Kingdom. The tax in South Korea, in fact, exceeds $2
per gallon. Elsewhere, as in Japan, the tax on gasoline approaches
$ per gallon. New Zealand imposes a 50 percent excise tax on all
automobiles with engines over 2 liters (122 cubic inches). When the
tax was introduced in 1974, only 66 percent of new cars were smaller
than 2 liters, but now 93 percent are smaller.'

Jae Edmonds points out, however, that energy scarcity alone may not
be enough to encourage a level of conservation consistent with a low
energy future. The widespread belief that an oil glut will persist for
years has already diminished conservation efforts and may continue
to do so. Price increases, moreover, will have little effect in centrally
planned nations insulated from price signals or in regulated markets
such as that for electric power. And as the world depends more on
electricity, the role of markets in determining energy prices will di-
minish.
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There is the further problem of market failure. The classic case is theappliance bought by a landlord who does not pay the energy bill foroperating it. The landlord has every incentive to buy the least costlyfurnace or water heater, not to pay more for one that will save energycosts. The tenant who will pay the energy bill has no say in the choiceof appliance. Another example is the case of the more efficient but
slightly more expensive automobile. Manufacturers could improvethe fuel economy of their cars by 10-30 miles per gallon at an ad-ditional cost of $100-300 per vehicle, costs that would readily berepaid to the operator. They balk at doing so, however, fearing thatthe slightly higher purchase price will decrease sales. Consumerstypically pay more attention to the purchase price of items than topotential life-cycle energy costs.

Regulatory policies can provide a minimum level of efficiency wheremarkets fail or do not exist. The obvious targets for minimum per-formance standards are automobiles, furnaces, water heaters, airconditioners, and heat pumps. Automakers, for example, could rea-sonably be required to increase fuel economy to 30 and 45 miles pergallon by, respectively, 1990 and the end of the century.

Such standards could be very useful in developing as well as de-veloped countries. They would help ease the burden that energyimportsand borrowed capital for new energy supply systemsimpose upon foreign exchange. Many enery-using devices, especiallycars, air conditioners, and refrigerators, could be regulated both indomestic manufacturing plants and as imports to ensure that themost efficient ones are purchased.

Fuel economy standards could play a vital role in the developedworld. Sweden has set a goal of 31 mpg by 1990 for auto fuel econ-omy, and has conducted negotiations with 11 auto manufacturers
and importers in order to assure this goal is met. Japan has had avoluntary standard of 31 mpg, but the mandatory U.S. standards will
not increase beyond 27.5 mpg, and may even be rolled back from thislevel. No single measure would be more productive than a 45 mpgstandard for all major gasoline consuming nations. Minimum per-
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"Obvious targets for minimum
efficiency standards are automobiles,

furnaces, water heaters, and air conditioners."

formance levels might also be required for industries in centrally
planned economies, although the complexity of such standards as
well as redundancy makes them undesirable in market economies.
The standards chosen for all items should be based on marginal
energy costs, including the environmental and other external costs of
energy. As Clark Bullard of the University of Illinois suggests, regula-
tory policy seldom can take society beyond the economically desirable
levels, and indeed should not do so. Nevertheless, regulations can
provide an insurance policy against failure.88

New technological developments will be necessary to attain the more
efficient Worldwatch scenario. Promising areas for research lie in the
development of new materials for making lighter automobiles, high-
temperature sensing and control systems, large heat pumps, and
entirely new industrial processes. Industry support for research
varies widely by category, with the iron and steel and the paper
industries spending relatively very little. U.S. Government support
for energy conservation research has declined precipitously because
of Reagan administration cuts. But as the Worldwatch available tech-
nology scenario suggests, the greatest opportunity for conservation
lies in putting known measures into practice. Innovations of this type
will depend heavily on the spread of information on their value and
availability.'

Many countries in both the East and West have implemented a vari-
ety of energy conservation incentives, information, and assistance
programs. Efficiency labeling of energy consuming products such as
automobiles, furnaces, and refrigerators has been a very useful gov-
ernment function in Sweden, the United States, and Western Europe.
Other measures such as voluntary efficiency goals, efficiency audits,
and grant programs have a mixed record of achievement, having
worked well in Swede?! Canada, and Denmark, and less well else-
where. The success of these programs seems to depend on national
leadership, for they are taken most seriously when popular leaders
elevate their importance. Where incentives are expiring, as in the
United States and West Germany, policymakers should keep a close
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watch on the performance of their economies in energy efficiency and
be prepared to reinstitute measures if efforts weaken.

Policymakers are thus presented with the task of making energy
policy on numerous fronts. Many industries, services, and, finally,
people will be affected in complex, sometimes conflicting ways. But
the most important policies reduce to a few manageable items,
and the most important benefits clearly are worth the effort.

Leauers can think of conservation in many ways. They can view it as
a way to maintain their nation's competitive position in the world
economy, and as a way to improve trade balances by either reducing
the need to import energy or freeing up extra fuel for export. Con-
servation can be considered a way to promote economic growth by
cutting capital requirements for energy and thus making funds avail-
able for more productive economic investments elsewhere. And they
can view conservation as a preventive for forest damage as a result of
acid rain, and all the other environmental problems caused by energy
use.

In countries with large deficits, energy taxes may offer an important
option. These taxes would help stabilize declining energy prices and
maintain the impetus to conserve. Very poor citizens would need
shelter from these taxes and increased prices, however, through life-
line utility rateslow-price electricity to meet basic needsand in-
come transfers.'

Critics of pricing policies argue that they can only hurt the poor, and
that taxation would make matters worse. It is true that the United
States has failed to provide sufficient income transfers or con-
servation assistance to make up to the poor their loss due to energy
price increases, and they as a result are worse off than before. The
long run value even to the poor of market pricing of energy can be
seen, however, in the scenarios described above. The price of oil is
several dollars per barrel lower in the conservation scenarios than in
the U.S. DOE scenario. The application of energy taxes in the early
years of the period and their maintenance would set and hold the



world on a course of conservation. Unless prices are stabilized, the
current situation could start a new cycle of energy consumption
growth and rapid price increases. No segment of society would bene-
fit more from long-term stability in oil prices than the developing
countries, wherc two thirds the world's population resides.9'

The risk of failure in conserving energy, whether from undue pessi-
mism or failure of will, is great. The risk includes overbuilding energy
facilities, overstressing energy capital budgets, and overburdening
the environment. It is a risk that need not be borne.
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